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Abstract

Knowledge graph embeddings rank among the
most successful methods for link prediction in
knowledge graphs, i.e., the task of completing
an incomplete collection of relational facts. A
downside of these models is their strong sen-
sitivity to model hyperparameters, in particu-
lar regularizers, which have to be extensively
tuned to reach good performance [Kadlec et al.,
2017]. We propose an efficient method for
large scale hyperparameter tuning by interpret-
ing these models in a probabilistic framework.
After a model augmentation that introduces per-
entity hyperparameters, we use a variational
expectation-maximization approach to tune thou-
sands of such hyperparameters with minimal ad-
ditional cost. Our approach is agnostic to details
of the model and results in a new state of the art
in link prediction on standard benchmark data.

1 INTRODUCTION

In 2012, Google announced that it improved the quality
of its search engines significantly by utilizing knowledge
graphs [Eder, 2012]. A knowledge graph is a data set of re-
lational facts represented as triplets (head, relation, tail).
The head and tail symbols represent real-world entities,
such as people, objects, or places. The relation describes
how the two entities are related to each other, e.g., ‘〈head〉
was founded by 〈tail〉’ or ‘〈head〉 graduated from 〈tail〉’.

While the number of true relational facts among a large
set of entities can be enormous, the amount of data points
in empirical knowledge graphs is often rather small. It is
therefore desirable to complete missing facts in a knowl-
edge graph algorithmically based on patterns detected in
the data set of known facts [Nickel et al., 2016a]. Such
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link prediction in relational knowledge graphs has be-
come an important subfield of artificial intelligence [Bor-
des et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2014, Lin et al., 2015, Nickel
et al., 2016b, Trouillon et al., 2016, Wang and Li, 2016, Ji
et al., 2016, Shen et al., 2016, Xiao et al., 2017, Shi and
Weninger, 2017, Lacroix et al., 2018].

A popular approach to link prediction is to fit an embedding
model to the observed facts [Kadlec et al., 2017, Nguyen,
2017, Wang et al., 2017]. A knowledge graph embedding
model represents each entity and each relation by a low-
dimensional semantic embedding vector. Over the past six
years, these models have made significant progress on link
prediction [Bordes et al., 2013, Yang et al., 2015, Nickel
et al., 2016b, Trouillon et al., 2016, Lacroix et al., 2018].
However, Kadlec et al. [2017] pointed out that these mod-
els are highly sensitive to hyperparameters, specifically the
regularization strength. This is not surprising since even
large knowledge graphs often contain only few data points
per entity (i.e., per embedding vector), and so the regular-
izer plays an important role. Kadlec et al. [2017] showed
that a simple baseline model can outperform more modern
models when using carefully tuned hyperparameters.

In addition to being highly sensitive to the regularization
strength, knowledge graph embedding models also need
vastly different regularization strengths for different em-
bedding vectors. Knowledge graph embedding models are
typically trained by minimizing some function `hrt of the
embedding vectors for each triplet fact (h, r, t) (short or
head, relation, and tail) in the training set S. One typically
adds a regularizer with some strength λ > 0 as follows,∑
(h,r,t)∈S

[
`hrt(E,R) +

λ

p

(
||Eh||pp+||Et||pp+||Rr||pp

)]
. (1)

Here, Eh, Et, and Rr is the embedding for entity h, entity t,
and relation r, respectively. Boldface E and R is shorthand
for all entity and relation embeddings, respectively, and one
typically uses a p-norm regularizer with p ∈ {2, 3}.

It was pointed out by Lacroix et al. [2018] that Eq. 1 im-
plicitly scales the regularization strength proportionally to



the frequency of entities and relations in the data set S since
the regularizer is inside the sum over training points. This
implies vastly different regularization strengths for differ-
ent embedding vectors since the frequencies of entities and
relations vary over a wide range (Figure 1). As we show
in this paper, the general idea to use stronger regulariza-
tion for more frequent entities and relations can be justi-
fied from a Bayesian perspective (for empirical evidence,
see [Srebro and Salakhutdinov, 2010]). However, the spe-
cific choice to make the regularization strength propor-
tional to the frequency seems more like a historic accident.

Rather than imposing a proprotional relationship between
frequency and regularization strength, we propose to aug-
ment the model family such that each embedding Ee and Rr
has its individual regularization strength λE

e and λR
r , respec-

tively. This replaces the loss function from Eq. 1 with∑
(h,r,t)∈S

`hrt(E,R) +
∑
e

λE
e

p
||Ee||pp +

∑
r

λR
r

p
||Rr||pp. (2)

Here, the last two sums run over each entity e and each
relation r exactly once (there is only one sum over entities
since the same entity embedding vector Ee is used for an
entity e in either head or tail position).

The loss in Eq. 2 contains a macroscopic number of hyper-
parameters {λE

e} and {λR
r}: over 16,000 in our largest ex-

periments. It would be impossible to tune such a large num-
ber of hyperparameters with traditional grid search, which
scales exponentially in the number of hyperparameters. To
solve this issue, we propose in this work a probabilistic in-
terpretation of knowledge graph embedding models. The
probabilistic interpretation admits efficient hyperparameter
tuning with variational expectation-maximization [Demp-
ster et al., 1977, Bernardo et al., 2003]. This allows us to
optimize over all hyperparameters in parallel, and it leads
to models with better predictive performance.

Besides improving performance, our approach also has the
potential to accelerate research on new knowledge graph
embedding models. Researchers who propose a new model
architecture currently have to invest considerable resources
into hyperparameter tuning to prove competitiveness with
existing, highly tuned models. Our cheap large-scale hy-
perparameter tuning speeds up iteration on new models.

In detail, our contributions are as follows:

• We consider a broad class of knowledge graph em-
bedding models containing ComplEx [Trouillon et al.,
2016] and DistMult [Yang et al., 2015]. We interpret
these models as generative models of facts with a cor-
responding generative process ( Figure 2).

• We first augment these models by introducing sepa-
rate priors for each entity and relationship vector. In
a nonprobabilistic picture, these correspond to regu-
larizers. This augmentation makes the models more
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Figure 1: Number of training points (triplet facts) for each
entity (left) and relation (right) in the FB15K data set (we
sorted entity and relation IDs by frequency). The large vari-
ation on the y-axis motivates entity/relation-dependent reg-
ularization strengths as proposed in Eq. 2.

flexibile, but it introduces thousands of new hyperpa-
rameters (regularizers) that need to be optimized.

• We then show how to efficiently tune such aug-
mented models. The large number of hyperparameters
rules out both grid search with cross validation and
Bayesian optimization, calling for gradient-based hy-
perparameter optimization. Gradient-based hyperpa-
rameter optimization would lead to singular solutions
in classical maximum likelihood training. Instead, we
propose variational expectation-maximization (EM),
which avoids such singularities.

• We evaluate our proposed hyperparameter optimiza-
tion method experimentally for augmented versions of
DistMult and ComplEx.1 The high tunability of the
proposed models combined with our efficient hyper-
parameter tuning method improve the predictive per-
formance over the previous state of the art.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summa-
rizes a large class of knowledge graph embedding models
and presents our probabilistic perspective on these models
in terms of a generative probabilistic process. Section 3
describes our algorithm for hyperparameter tuning. We
present experiments in Section 4, compare our method to
related work in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.

2 GENERATIVE KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
EMBEDDING MODELS

In this section, we introduce our notation for a large class
of knowledge graph embedding models (KG embeddings)
from the literature (Section 2.1), and we then generalize
these models in two aspects. First, while conventional
KG embeddings typically share the same regularization
strength across all entities and relationship vectors, we lift

1Source code: https://github.com/mandt-lab/
knowledge-graph-tuning

https://github.com/mandt-lab/knowledge-graph-tuning
https://github.com/mandt-lab/knowledge-graph-tuning


this constraint and allow each embedding vector to be reg-
ularized differently (Section 2.2). Second, we show that
the loss functions of conventional KG embeddings as well
as our augmented model class can be obtained as point esti-
mates of a probabilistic generative process of the data (Sec-
tion 2.3). Drawing on this probabilistic perspective, we can
optimize all hyperparameters efficiently using variational
expectation-maximization (Section 3).

2.1 CONVENTIONAL KG EMBEDDINGS

We introduce our notation for a large class of knowl-
edge graph embedding models (KG embeddings) from the
literature, such as DistMult [Yang et al., 2015], Com-
plEx [Trouillon et al., 2016], and Holographic Embed-
dings [Nickel et al., 2016b].

Knowledge graphs are sets of triplet facts (h, r, t) where
the ‘head’ h and ‘tail’ t both belong to a fixed set of Ne en-
tities, and r describes which one out of a set of Nr relations
holds between h and t. KG embeddings represent each en-
tity e ∈ [Ne] and each relation r ∈ [Nr] by an embedding
vector Ee and Rr, respectively, that lives in a semantic em-
bedding space V with a low dimension K. A model is de-
fined by a real valued score function f(Eh,Rr,Et). One
fits the embedding vectors such that f assigns a high score
to observed triplet facts (h, r, t) ∈ S in the training set S
and a low score to triplets that do not appear in S.

Examples. We give examples of the two models that
reach highest predictive performance to the best of our
knowledge. For more models, see [Kadlec et al., 2017].

In the DistMult model [Yang et al., 2015], the embedding
space V = RK is real valued, and the score is defined as

f(Eh,Rr,Et) =

K∑
k=1

EhkRrkEtk (DistMult) (3)

where, e.g., Ehk ∈ R is the kth entry of the vector Eh.

The ComplEx model [Trouillon et al., 2016] uses a com-
plex embedding space V = CK , and defines the score

f(Eh,Rr,Et) =

K∑
k=1

Re[EhkRrkĒtk] (ComplEx) (4)

where Re[ · ] denotes the real part of a complex number,
and Ētk is the complex conjugate of Etk ∈ C.

Tail And Head Prediction. Typical benchmark tasks for
KG embeddings are ‘tail prediction’ and ‘head prediction’,
i.e., completing queries of the form (h, r, ?) and (?, r, t),
respectively, by ranking potential completions (h, r, t) by
their score f(Eh,Rr,Et). Most proposals for KG embed-
dings train a single model for both tail and head prediction.
Thus, the loss function is given by Eq. 1, where `hrt(E,R)

is a sum of two terms to train for tail and head prediction,
respectively. While early works (e.g., [Bordes et al., 2013,
Wang et al., 2014, Yang et al., 2015]) trained by maximiz-
ing a margin over negative samples, the more recent liter-
ature [Kadlec et al., 2017, Liang et al., 2018] suggests that
the softmax loss leads to better predictive performance,

`hrt(E,R) =− f(Eh,Rr,Et) + log

(
Ne∑
t′=1

ef(Eh,Rr,Et′)

)

− f(Eh,Rr,Et) + log

(
Ne∑
h′=1

ef(Eh′,Rr,Et)

)
.

(5)

Here, the first line (with the sum over tails t′) is the softmax
loss for tail prediction, while the second line (with the sum
over heads h′) is the softmax loss for head prediction.

2.2 REGULARIZATION IN KG EMBEDDINGS

Knowledge graph embedding models are highly sensitive
to hyperparameters, especially to the strength of the reg-
ularizer [Kadlec et al., 2017]. This can be understood
since even large knowledge graphs typically contain only
few data points per entity. For example, the FB15K data
set contains 483,000 data points, but 88% of all entities
e ∈ [Ne] appear fewer than 100 times as head or tail of a
training point. Moreover, the amount of training data varies
strongly across entities and relations (see Figure 1), sug-
gesting that the regularization strength for embedding vec-
tors Ee and Rr should depend on the entity e and relation r.

The loss function for conventional KG embeddings in
Eq. 1 regularizes all embedding vectors with the same
strength λ. We propose to replace λ by individual regu-
larization strengths λE

e and λR
r for each entity e and rela-

tion r, respectively, and to fit models with the loss function
in Eq. 2. It generalize Eq. 1, which one obtains for

λE
e = λnE

e ; λR
r = λnR

r ; (conventional models) (6)

where nE
e and nR

r denote the number of times that entity e
or relation r appears in the training data, respectively. The
proposed augmented models described by Eq. 2 are more
flexible as they do not impose a linear relationship be-
tween nE/R

e/r and the regularization strength λE/R
e/r.

The downside of the augmented KG embedding models is
that one has to tune a macroscopic number of hyperpa-
rameters {λE

e} and {λR
r}: more than 16,000 in the popu-

lar FB15K data set. Tuning such a large number of hy-
perparameters would be far too computationally expensive
in a conventional setup that fits point estimates by mini-
mizing the loss function. For point estimated models, it is
well known that one cannot fit hyperparameters to the train-
ing data as this would lead to overfitting (see also Supple-
mentary Material). To avoid overfitting, knowledge graph



Figure 2: Two different generative processes of triplet facts
{(hi, ri, ti)}ni=1. Hyperparameters (regularizer strengths)
highlighted in blue. Left: proposed class of models aug-
mented with individual regularizer strengths λE/R

e/r. Right:
probabilistic interpretation of conventional models (Eq. 1).
The conventional models fix the relative strength of regu-
larizers by reducing all λE/R

e/r to a single scalar λ.

embedding models are conventionally tuned by cross val-
idation on heldout data. This requires training a model
from scratch for each new hyperparameter setting. Cross
validation does not scale beyond models with a handful
of hyperparameters, and it is expensive even there (see,
e.g., [Kadlec et al., 2017, Lacroix et al., 2018]).

Probabilistic models, by contrast, allow tuning of many
hyperparameters in parallel using the empirical Bayes
method [Dempster et al., 1977, Maritz, 2018]. We propose
a probabilistic formulation of augmented KG embeddings
in the next section, and we present a method for efficient
hyperparameter tuning in these models in Section 3.

2.3 PROBABILISTIC KG EMBEDDINGS

We now present our probabilistic version of KG embed-
dings. The probabilistic formulation enables efficient opti-
mization over thousands of hyperparameters, see Section 3.

Reciprocal Facts. The KG embedding models discussed
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 make a direct interpretation as a
generative probabilistic process difficult. Training a single
model for both head and tail prediction introduces cyclic
causal dependencies. As will become clear below, the
tail prediction part in Eq. 5 (first line on the right-hand
side) corresponds to a generative process where the head h
causes the tail t. However, the head prediction part (second
line) corresponds to a generative process where t causes h.

To solve this issue, we employ a data augmentation due
to Lacroix et al. [2018] that goes as follows. For each re-
lation r ∈ [Nr], one introduces a new symbol r−1, which
has the interpretation of the inverse of r, but whose embed-
ding vector is not tied to that of r. One then constructs an

augmented training set S′ by adding the reciprocal facts,

S′ := S ∪ {(t, r−1, h)}(h,r,t)∈S (7)

One trains the model by minimizing the loss in Eq. 1 or
Eq. 2, where the sum over data points is now over S′ in-
stead of S, and where `hrt is given by only the first line
of Eq. 5. When evaluating the model performance on a
test set, one answers head prediction queries (?, r, t) by an-
swering the corresponding tail prediction query (t, r−1, ?).
This data augmentation was introduced in [Lacroix et al.,
2018] to improve performance. As we show next, it also
has the advantage of enabling a probabilistic interpretation
by establishing a causal order where h comes before t.

Generative Process. With the above data augmentation,
minimizing the loss function in Eq. 2 is equivalent point
estimating the parameters the probabilistic graphical model
shown in Figure 2 (left). The generative process is:

• For each entity e ∈ [Ne] and each relation r ∈ [Nr],
draw an embedding Ee,Rr ∈ V from the priors

p(Ee|λE
e) ∝ e

−λ
E
e
p ||Ee||

p
p ; p(Rr|λR

r ) ∝ e−
λR
r
p ||Rr||

p
p .
(8)

Here, p ∈ {2, 3} specifies the norm, and the omitted
proportionality constant follows from normalization.

• Repeat for each data point to be generated:

– Draw a head entity h and a relation r from some
discrete distribution P (h, r). The choice of this
distribution has no influence on inference since h
and r are both directly observed.

– Draw a tail entity

t ∼ Categorical(softmaxt(f(Eh,Rr,Et)) (9)

where f is the score (e.g., Eq. 3 or 4), and

softmaxt(f(Eh,Rr,Et)) =
ef(Eh,Rr,Et)∑
t′ e

f(Eh,Rr,Et′ )
.

– Add the triplet fact (h, r, t) to the data set S′.

This process defines a log joint distribution over E, R, and
the data S′, conditioned on the hyperparameters {λE/R

e/r},
which we denote collectively by the boldface symbol λ,

log p(E,R,S′|λ) =

=
∑
e∈[Ne]

log p(Ee|λE
e) +

∑
r∈[Nr]

log p(Rr|λR
r )

+
∑

(h,r,t)∈S′

[
logP (h, r) + log p(t|h, r,E,R)

]
. (10)

Using Eq. 9, it is easy to see that log p(t|h, r,E,R) is the
negative of the first line of Eq. 5. Thus, up to an additive



Algorithm 1: Conventional training of knowledge graph
embedding models (stochastic gradient descent).

Input: Augmented data set S′, see Eq. 7.
Model p(E,R,S′|λ) as defined by Eqs. 8-10.
Hyperparameters λ. Learning rate α.

Output: Trained embedding vectors E and R.
1 Initialize embedding vectors E and R randomly.
2 repeat
3 Draw a minibatch B ⊂ S′.
4 Calculate a minibatch estimate L̂B of the loss

L(E,R|λ) := − log p(E,R,S′|λ).
5 Update E← E− α∇EL̂B and R← R− α∇RL̂B.

until convergence (see Section 3.2)

term that depends only on λ, the log joint distribution in
Eq. 10 is the negative of the loss function, and minimizing
the loss over E and R is equivalent to a maximum a poste-
riori (MAP) approximation of the probabilistic model.

Figure 2 compares the generative process of the augmented
KG embeddings proposed in Section 2.2 (left) to the gen-
erative process for conventional KG embeddings that one
obtains by setting λE

e and λR
r as in Eq. 6. The augmented

models are more flexible due to the large number of hyper-
parameters λE/R

e/r. We discuss next how the probabilistic in-
terpretation allows us to efficiently optimize over this large
number of hyperparameters.

3 HYPERPARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

We now describe the proposed method for hyperparame-
ter tuning in the probabilistic knowledge graph embedding
models introduced in Section 2.3. The method is based on
variational expectation-maximization (EM). We first derive
an approximate coordinate update equation for the hyper-
parameters (Section 3.1) and then cover details of the pa-
rameter initialization (Section 3.2).

Variational EM optimizes a lower bound to the marginal
likelihood of the model over hyperparameters λ, with
model parameters E and R integrated out. As we show, the
naive alternative of simultaneously optimizing the original
model’s loss function over model parameters and hyper-
parameters would lead to divergent solutions. Variational
EM avoids such divergent solutions by keeping track of pa-
rameter uncertainty. We elaborate on the role of parameter
uncertainty in the supplementary material.

3.1 VARIATIONAL EM FOR KNOWLEDGE
GRAPH EMBEDDING MODELS

Our proposed algorithm based on variational EM can easily
be implemented in an existing model architecture by mak-
ing a few modifications. Algorithm 1 shows the conven-

Algorithm 2: Variational EM for knowledge graph em-
bedding models with coordinate updates for λ.

Input: Augmented data set S′, see Eq. 7.
Model p(E,R,S′|λ) as defined by Eqs. 8-10.
Initial values for µ, ξ, λ, see Section 3.2.
Numbers TE, TEM of E-steps and EM-steps.
Learning rates αµ, αξ > 0 and αλ ∈ (0, 1].

Output: Optimized hyperparameters λ, embedding
vectors µE/R ± eξE/R

with uncertainties.
1 Initialize means µE/R and log standard deviations ξE/R

around a pretrained model, see Section 3.2.
2 for t← 1 to TE + TEM do
3 Draw a minibatch B ⊂ S′.
4 Draw Gaussian noise εE, εR ∼ N (0, I).
5 Calculate a minibatch estimate L̂B of the loss with

injected noise, L(µE + eξ
E� εE,µR + eξ

R� εR|λ)
(“�” denotes elementwise multiplication).

6 Update µ← µ− αµ∇µL̂B.
7 Update ξ ← ξ − αξ(∇ξL̂B − 1).
8 if t > TE then
9 Update λ←

[
(1− αλ)λ−1 + αλλ̂

−1]−1.
. M-step (see Eq. 17).end

end

tional way to train a knowledge graph embedding model
using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The log joint dis-
tribution in Eqs. 8-10 defines a loss function L(E,R|λ) :=
− log p(E,R,S′|λ) of the form of Eq. 2. In SGD, one
repeatedly calculates an estimate L̂B of this loss function
based on a minibatch B of training points, and one obtains
gradient estimates by backpropagating through L̂B.

Algorithm 2 shows the modifications that are necessary to
implement hyperparameter optimization. We describe the
algorithm in detail below. In summary, one has to: (i) inject
noise into the loss estimate L̂B (lines 4-5); (ii) learn the
optimal amount ξ of noise via SGD (line 7); and (iii) update
the hyperparameters λ (line 9).

Variational Expectation-Maximization. Our prob-
abilistic interpretation of knowledge graph embedding
models allows us to optimization over all hyperparam-
eters {λE

e} and {λR
r} in parallel via the expectation-

maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977].
This algorithm treats the model parameters E and R as
latent variables that have to be integrated out. The EM
algorithm alternates between a step in which the latent
variables are integrated out (‘E-step’), and an update step
for the hyperparameters λ (‘M-step’). We use a version of
EM based on variational inference, termed variational EM
[Bernardo et al., 2003], that avoids the integration step. We
further derive an approximate coordinate update equation



for the hyperparameters λ, which lead to a significant
speedup over gradient updates in our experiments.

Each choice of hyperparameters λ defines a different vari-
ant of the model. The marginal likelihood of the data,

p(S′|λ) =

∫
p(E,R,S′|λ) dE dR (11)

quantifies how well a given model variant describes the
data S′. Maximizing p(S′|λ) over λ thus yields the model
variant that fits the data best. However, p(S′|λ) is unavail-
able in closed form as the integral in Eq. 11 is intractable.

To circumvent the problem of the intractable marginal like-
lihood, we use variational inference (VI) [Jordan et al.,
1999]. Rather than integrating over the entire space of
model parameters E and R, we maximize a lower bound
on the marginal likelihood. We introduce a so-called varia-
tional family of Gaussian probability distributions,

qµ,σ(E,R) = qµE,σE(E) qµR,σR(R) (12)

with

qµE,σE(E) =
∏
e∈[Ne]

K∏
k=1

N (Eek;µek, σ
2
ek) (13)

and analogously for qµR,σR(R). Here, the means µ ≡
(µE,µR) and the standard deviations σ ≡ (σE,σR) are
so-called variational parameters over which we optimize.

Evoking Jensen’s inequality, the log marginal likelihood
is then lower-bounded by the evidence lower bound [Blei
et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2018], or ELBO:

log p(S′|λ)

≥ EE,R∼qµ,σ
[

log p(E,R,S′|λ)− log qµ,σ(E,R)
]

= −EE,R∼qµ,σ
[
L(E,R,S′|λ)] +H[qµ,σ]

=: ELBO(λ,µ,σ). (14)

Here, in the second step, we identified the log joint prob-
ability as the negative of the loss L of the corresponding
point estimated model, and H[qµ,σ] is the entropy of qµ,σ .

The bound in Eq. 14 is tight if the variational distribu-
tion qµ,σ is the true posterior of the model for given λ.
Since it is a lower bound, maximizing the ELBO over µ
and σ minimizes the gap and yields the best approximation
of the marginal likelihood. We thus take the ELBO as a
proxy for the marginal likelihood, and we maximize it also
over λ to find near-optimal hyperparameters.

Gradient updates for µ and σ. We maximize the ELBO
concurrently over both variational parameters µ and σ as
well as over hyperparameters λ. Updating the variational
parameters is called the “E-step”. Here, we use gradi-
ent updates using Black Box reparameterization gradients

[Kingma and Welling, 2014, Rezende et al., 2014]. This
has the advantage of being agnostic to the model architec-
ture as long as the score f(Eh,Rr,Et) (e.g., Eqs. 3-4) is
differentiable, and it requires only few changes compared
to the standard SGD training loop in Algorithm 1.

To make sure that the standard deviations are always posi-
tive, we parameterize them by their logarithms,

σ = eξ (elementwise), (15)

and we optimize over µ and ξ using SGD. We obtain an
unbiased estimate of the term Eqµ,σ [L] in Eq. 14 by draw-
ing a single sample from qµ,σ (lines 4-5 in Algorithm 2).
The reparameterization gradient trick uses the fact that
for, e.g., εE

ek ∼ N (0, 1) from a standard normal distribu-
tion, µE

ek + σE
ekε

E
ek is distributed as N

(
µE
ek, (σ

E
ek)

2). The
entropy part H[qµ,σ] of the ELBO (Eq. 14) can be calcu-
lated analytically. Up to an additive constant, it is given by
the sum over all log standard deviations ξE

ek and ξR
rk. Thus,

its gradient with respect to ξ has the constant value of one
in each coordinate direction, which we denote by the bold
face term “1” on line 7 of Algorithm 2.

Coordinate updates for λ. Optimizing the ELBO over λ
leads to an improved set of hyperparameters provided that
the ELBO is a good approximation of the marginal like-
lihood p(S′|λ). However, this is typically not the case at
the beginning of the optimization when the variational dis-
tribution is still a poor fit of the posterior. We therefore
begin the optimization with some number TE of pure “E-
step” updates during which we keep λ fixed. After TE “E-
steps”, we alternate between “E” and “M” steps, where the
latter update the hyperparameters λ. In our experiments,
we found that the optimization converged slowly when we
used gradient updates for λ. To speed up convergence, we
therefore derive approximate coordinate updates for λ.

To simplify the notation, we derive the update equation
only for a single hyperparameter λE

e . Updates for λR
r are

analogous. The only term in the ELBO (Eq. 14) that de-
pends on λE

e is the expected log prior, Eqµ,σ [log p(Ee|λE
e)].

Since this term is independent of the data we can write it
out explicitly. The omitted proportionality constant in the
prior (Eq. 8) is dictated by normalization. We find,

log p(Ee|λE
e) =

K ′

p
log
(
λE
e

)
− λE

e

p
||Ee||pp + const, (16)

where K ′ = K for a real-valued embedding space V =
RK (as in DistMult) and K ′ = 2K if V = CK (as in
ComplEx). Setting∇λE

e
Eqµ,σ [log p(Ee|λE

e)] to zero we find
that the regularizer strength λ̂E

e that maximizes the ELBO
for given µ and σ satisfies

1

λ̂E
e

=
1

K ′
Eqµ,σ

[
||Ee||pp

]
(17)



In moderately high embedding dimensions K, we can ap-
proximate the right-hand side of Eq. 17 accurately by sam-
pling from qµ,σ . It is the expectation of the average of a
large number of independent random variables, and there-
fore follows a highly peaked distribution. The update step
on line 9 of Algorithm 2 uses a conservative weighted av-
erage between the current and the optimal value of 1/λE

e

with a learning rate αλ ∈ (0, 1]. This effectively aver-
ages the estimates over past training steps with a decaying
weight. Note that, for V = RK , Eq. 17 has a closed form
solution, but we found it unnecessary in our experiments to
implement specialized code for this case.

Absence of overfitting. While the variational EM algo-
rithm keeps track of uncertainty of model parameters, it
fits only point estimates for the hyperparameters λ. This
is justified in our setup since there are much fewer hyper-
parameters than model parameters, so that we expect much
smaller posterior uncertainty for λ than for E and R. Each
entity e and each relation r has an embedding vector Ee
or Rr with K = 2,000 scalar components in our experi-
ments, but only a single scalar hyperparameter λE

e or λE
r .

Had we instead chosen a very flexible prior distribution
with many hyperparameters per entity and relation, the EM
algorithm would have essentially fitted the prior to the vari-
ational distribution, leading to an ill-posed problem. Judg-
ing from learning curves on the validation set, we did not
detect any overfitting in variational EM.

3.2 PRE- AND RE-TRAINING

Variational EM (Algorithm 2) converges more slowly than
fitting point estimates (Algorithm 1) because the injected
noise increases the variance of the gradient estimator. To
speed up convergence, we train the model in three consec-
utive phases: pre-training, variational EM, and re-training.

In the pre-training phase, we keep the hyperparameters λ
fixed and fit point estimates E and R to the model using
standard SGD (Algorithm 1). We found the final predic-
tive performance (after the variational EM and re-training
phases) to be insensitive to the initial hyperparameters. We
use early stopping based on the mean reciprocal rank (see
Eq. 18 in Section 4 below), evaluated on the validation set.

In the variational EM phase (Algorithm 2 and Section 3.1),
we initialize the variational distribution qµ,σ around the
pre-trained model parameters E and R. In detail, we ini-
tialize µE ← E and µR ← R, and we initialize the compo-
nents of σ with a value that is small compared to the typical
components of µ (0.2 in our experiments).

In the re-training phase, we fit again point estimates E
and R with Algorithm 1, this time using the optimized hy-
perparameters λ. We use the resulting models to evaluate
the predictive performance, see results in Section 4.

Alternatively to re-training a point estimated model, one
could also perform predictions by averaging predictive
probabilities over samples from the variational distribu-
tion qµ,σ . If qµ,σ is a good approximation of the model
posterior then this results in an approximate Bayesian
form of link prediction. In our experiments, we found
that, in low embedding dimensions K . 100, predic-
tions based on samples from qµ,σ outperformed predictions
based on point estimates. In higher embedding dimensions,
however, the point estimated models from the re-training
phase had better predictive performance. We interpret this
somewhat counterintuitive observation as a failure of the
fully factorized Gaussian variational approximation to ad-
equately approximate the true posterior.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We test the performance of the proposed model augmen-
tation and the scalable hyperparameter tuning algorithm
with two models and four different data sets. In this sec-
tion, we report results using standard benchmark metrics
and we compare to the previous state of the art. We also
analyze the relationship between the optimized regularizer
strengths and the frequency of entities and relations.

Model architectures and baselines. We report results
for the DistMult model [Yang et al., 2015] and the Com-
plEx model [Trouillon et al., 2016]. We follow [Lacroix
et al., 2018] for details of the model architecture: we use
reciprocal facts as described at the end of Section 2.3,
(p = 3)-norm regularizers, and an embedding dimension
of K = 2000. We compare our results to the previous state
of the art: [Dettmers et al., 2018, Kadlec et al., 2017] for
DistMult and [Lacroix et al., 2018] for ComplEx.

Data sets. We used four standard data sets. The first
two are FB15K from the Freebase project [Bollacker et al.,
2008] and WN18 from the WordNet database [Bordes
et al., 2014]. The other two data sets, FB15K-237 and
WN18RR, are modified versions of FB15K and WN18 due
to [Toutanova and Chen, 2015, Dettmers et al., 2018]. The
motivation for the modified data sets is that FB15K and
WN18 contain near duplicate relations that lead to leak-
age into the test set, which makes link prediction trivial for
some facts, thus encouraging overfitting. In FB15K-237
and WN18RR these near duplicates were removed.

Metrics. We report two standard metrics used in the KG
embedding literature: mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and
Hits@10. We average over head and tail prediction on the
test set Stest, which is equivalent to averaging only over tail
prediction on the augmented test set S′test, see Eq. 7.

All results are obtained in the ‘filtered’ setting introduced
in [Bordes et al., 2013], which takes into account that more
than one tail may be a correct answer to a query (h, r, ?).



Table 1: Model performances (in ‘filtered’ setting; see Eqs. 18-19). ∗Lacroix et al. [2018] report performance metrics only
with two decimals. In order to show three decimals, we reproduced their results using the code provided by the authors.
When rounding to two digits, we recover all values reported in [Lacroix et al., 2018] except that the MRR for FB15K-237
is reported there as 0.37. The small discrepancy in the last decimal may be explained by different random seeds.

data set→ WN18RR WN18 FB15K-237 FB15K
↓ model ↓ variant metric→ MRR Hits@10 MRR Hits@10 MRR Hits@10 MRR Hits@10

DistMult Yang et al. [2015] (orig.) – – 0.83 0.942 – – 0.35 0.577
DistMult Kadlec et al. [2017] – – 0.790 0.950 – – 0.837 0.904
DistMult Dettmers et al. [2018] 0.43 0.49 0.822 0.936 0.241 0.419 0.654 0.824
DistMult Ours (after variational EM) 0.455 0.544 0.911 0.961 0.357 0.548 0.841 0.914

ComplEx Trouillon et al. [2016] (orig.) – – 0.941 0.947 – – 0.692 0.840
ComplEx Lacroix et al. [2018]∗ 0.478 0.569 0.952 0.963 0.364 0.555 0.857 0.909
ComplEx Ours (after variational EM) 0.486 0.579 0.953 0.964 0.365 0.560 0.854 0.915

When calculating the rank of the target tail t one there-
fore ignores any competing tails t′ if the corresponding
fact (h, r, t′) exists in either the training, validation, or
test set. More formally, the fitlered rank, denoted below
as rankfilt.(t|h, r), is defined as one plus the number of
‘incorrect’ facts (h, r, t′) with the the given h and r for
which f(Eh,Rr,Et′) ≥ f(Eh,Rr,Et). Here, candidate
facts (h, r, t′) are considered ‘incorrect’ if they appear nei-
ther in the training nor in the validation or test set.

Given a test set S′test with reciprocal facts (Eq. 7), the mean
reciprocal rank (MRR) is (see, e.g., [Yang et al., 2015]),

MRR =
1

|S′test|
∑

(h,r,t)∈S′test

1

rankfilt.(t|h, r)
. (18)

With ‘Hits@10’, we denote the fraction of test queries for
which the filtered rank is at most 10,

Hits@10 =
|{(h, r, t) ∈ S′test : rankfilt.(t|h, r) ≤ 10}|

|S′test|
.

(19)

Quantitative results. Table 1 summarizes our quantita-
tive results. The top half of the table shows results for the
DistMult model. Our models with individually optimized
regularization strengths significantly outperform the previ-
ous state of the art across all four data sets.

For the ComplEx model, the performance improvements
are less pronounced (lower half of Table 1). This may
be explained by the fact that the results in [Lacroix et al.,
2018] were already obtained after large scale expensive hy-
perparameter tuning using grid search. By contrast, the
hyperparameter search with our proposed method required
only a single run per data set. Even for the largest data
set FB15K, the variational EM phase took less than three
hours on a single GPU. Despite the much cheaper hyperpa-
rameter optimization, our models slightly outperform the
previous state of the art on three out of the four considered
data sets, with only a small degradation on the fourth.

Figure 3: Relationship between the learned regularizer
strengths λE

e and the frequency of each entity. The conven-
tional proportional scaling (red line) overregularizes fre-
quent entities and underregularizes infrequent ones.

Qualitative results. Finally, we study the relationship
between optimized hyperparameters and frequencies of en-
tities in the training data. Figure 3 shows the learned λE

e for
all entities e as a function of the number of times nR

e that
each entity e appears in the training corpus of the FB15K
data set. The red line is the best proportional fit λE

e ∝ nE
e to

the results, as is imposed by conventional models (Eq. 6).

Our findings confirm the general idea to use stronger
regularization for entities with more training data. The
Bayesian interpretation can explain this observation: a
small amount of training data typically leads to high poste-
rior uncertainty, which leads to small λ̂E

e in Eq. 17. How-
ever, our results indicate that imposing a proportionality
between λE

e and nE
e would be a poor choice that signif-

icantly underregularizes infrequent entities and overregu-
larizes frequent entities (note the logarithmic scale in Fig-
ure 3). Our empirical findings may inspire future theoreti-
cal work that derives an optimal frequency dependency of
the regularization strength in tensor factorization models.



5 RELATED WORK

Related work to this paper can be grouped into link predic-
tion algorithms and variational inference.

Link Prediction. Link prediction in knowledge graphs
has gained a lot of attention as it may guide a way towards
automated reasoning with real world data. For a review see
[Nickel et al., 2016a]. Two different approaches for link
prediction are predominant in the literature. In statistical
relational learning, one infers explicit rules about relations
(such as transitivity or commutativity) by detecting statis-
tical patterns in the training set. One then uses these rules
for logic reasoning [Friedman et al., 1999, Kersting et al.,
2011, Niu et al., 2012, Pujara et al., 2015].

Our work focuses on a complementary approach that builds
on knowledge graph embedding models. This line of re-
search started with the proposal of the TransE model [Bor-
des et al., 2013], which models relational facts as vector
additions in a semantic space. More recently, a plethora
of different knowledge graph embedding models based on
tensor factorizations have been proposed. We summarize
here only the path that lead to the current state of the art.
Different models make different trade-offs between gener-
ality and effective use of training data.

Canonical tensor decomposition [Hitchcock, 1927] uses in-
dependent embeddings for entities in the head or tail po-
sition of a fact. DistMult [Yang et al., 2015, Toutanova
and Chen, 2015], by contrast, uses the same embeddings
for entities in head and tail position, thus making use
of more training data per entity embedding, but restrict-
ing the model to symmetric relations. The ComplEx
model [Trouillon et al., 2016] lifts this restriction by multi-
plying the head, relation, and tail embeddings in an asym-
metric way. To the best of our knowledge, the current state
of the art was presented by Lacroix et al. [2018], who im-
proved upon the ComplEx model by introducing reciprocal
relations and using a better regularizer.

The sensitivity of KG embeddings to the choice of hyperpa-
rameters, such as regularizer strengths, was first pointed out
in [Kadlec et al., 2017]. A popular heuristic is to regularize
each embedding every time it appears in a minibatch, thus
effecitvely regularizing embeddings proportionally to their
frequency [Srebro and Salakhutdinov, 2010, Lacroix et al.,
2018]. In contrast, we propose to learn entity-dependent
regularization strengths without relying on heuristics.

Vilnis et al. [2018] proposed a new model that is probabilis-
tic in the sense that it assigns probabilities to the results of
queries. However, in contrast to our proposal, the model is
not a probabilistic generative model of the data set.

Variational Inference. Variational inference (VI) is a
powerful technique to approximate a Bayesian posterior

over latent variables given observations [Jordan et al., 1999,
Blei et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2018]. Besides approximat-
ing the posterior, VI also estimates the marginal likelihood
of the data. This allows for iterative hyperparameter tun-
ing, (variational EM) [Bernardo et al., 2003], which is the
main benefit of the Bayesian approach used in this paper.

Our paper builds on recent probabilistic extensions of em-
bedding models to Bayesian models, such as word [Barkan,
2017] or paragraph [Ji et al., 2017] embeddings. In these
works, the words are embedded into a K-dimensional
space. It has been shown that using a probabilistic ap-
proach leads to better performance on small data sets, and
allows these models to be combined with powerful priors,
such as for time series modeling [Bamler and Mandt, 2017,
2018, Jähnichen et al., 2018]. Yet, the underlying proba-
bilistic models in these papers are very different from the
ones considered in our work.

Bayesian Optimization. An alternative method that can
be used for hyperparameter optimization is Bayesian opti-
mization. However Bayesian optimization does not scale
to the large number of hyperparameters that we tune in this
work. Most practical applications of Bayesian optimiza-
tion (e.g., [Snoek et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2013]) tune only
tens of hyperparameters, rather than ten thousands. This is
because Bayesian optimization treats the model as a black
box, which it can only train and then evaluate for a given
choice of hyperparameters at a time. Each such evalua-
tion contributes a single data point to fit an auxiliary model
over the hyperparameters. By contrast variational EM has
access to gradient information to train all hyperparameters
in parallel, and concurrently with the model parameters.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We augmented a large class of popular knowledge graph
embedding models in such a way that every entity embed-
ding and every relationship embedding vector has their own
regularizer, and showed that it is possible to tune these po-
tentially thousands of hyperparameters in a scalable way.
Our approach is motivated by the observation that sharing
a common regularization parameter across all embeddings
leads to over-regularization.

We treat knowledge graph embeddings as generative prob-
abilistic models, making them amenable to Bayesian model
selection. We derived approximate coordinate updates for
the hyperparameters in the framework of variational EM.
We applied our method to generalizations of the DistMult
and ComplEx models and outperformed the state of the art
for link prediction. The approach can be applied to a wide
range of models with minimal modifications to the training
routine. In the future, it would be interesting to investi-
gate whether tighter variational bounds [Burda et al., 2016,
Bamler et al., 2017] may further improve model selection.
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